Abstract-A projection operator onto a closed convex set in Hilbert space is one of the few examples of a nonlinear map that can be defined in simple abstract terms. Moreover, it minimizes distance and is nonexpansive, and therefore shares two of the more important properties of ordinary linear orthogonal projections onto closed linear manifolds. In this paper, we exploit the properties of these operators to develop several iterative algorithms for image restoration from partial data which permit any number of nonlinear constraints of a certain type to be subsumed automatically. Their common conceptual basis is as follows. Every known property of an original image f is envisaged as restricting it to lie in a well-defined closed convex set. Thus, m such properties place f in the intersection Section I describes the geometrical significance of the three main theorems in considerable detail, and most of the underlying ideas are illustrated with the aid of simple diagrams. Section II presents rules for the numerical implementation of 11 specific projection operators which are found to occur frequently in many signal-processing applications, and the Appendix contains proofs of all the major results. In Part 2, a comparison of the numerical behavior of the algorithm given in Theorem 1 of this paper with procedures of the Gerchberg-Papoulis type reveals a marked improvement in initial convergence rate for several cases of interest. This is particularly important if the data are degraded by noise.
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I. INTRODUCTION IN a recent paper published by the first author [1] , it was shown that image-restoration algorithms of the Gerchberg- stable linear reconstruction of f from g in the face of noise. The answers turn out to be quite simple.
1) f is uniquely determined by g iff S and the orthogonal complement of J only have the zero vector in common.
2) The reconstruction problem is stable iff the angle between g and the orthogonal complement of f is greater than zero.
3) In the absence of noise, there exists in both cases 1) and 2) an effective recursive algorithm for the recovery of f employing only the operations of projection onto J3 and projection onto the orthogonal complement of S.
This point of view has suggested several important practical applications [4] [5] [6] [7] and appears broad enough to encompass many others. Nevertheless, since it is obvious that nonlinear constraints on f do not translate into linear manifolds, it is clear that an exclusively linear image-reconstruction algorithm must, in general, operate with incomplete information. As a consequence, such an algorithm, if iterative, will often require an excessive number of iterations, and in the presence of noise may prove ineffective [1, Theorem 2]. The algorithm described in this paper is also recursive in character, but allows any number of nonlinear constraints of a certain type to be subsumed automatically. Moreover, it includes the results in [1] as a special case, and work now in progress indicates that it may be easily stabilized by a technique which effectively combines Theorems 2 and 3.
The conceptual basis for the algorithm is somewhat similar to that for the linear case. The originalf is known, a priori, to belong to the intersection CO of m well-defined closed convex sets Cl, C-2, * , e I Cm. i.e.,I m f eo = nfei. i=l (1) Given only the (nonlinear) projection operators Pi onto the individual Ce's, i = 1 -+ m, restore f, preferably by an iterative scheme. Thus, the realization of the Pi's is the major synthesis problem in an arbitrary Hilbert space setting. For the reader's benefit, we include in this Introduction a brief review of some preliminary functional analysis and a detailed summary of the main contents of the paper.
Consider a Hilbert space H with elements f, g, h, x, y, etc., a zero vector 0, and an inner product (x, y). By definition,
1The symbols e, n, U, and c denote set membership, intersection, union, and inclusion, respectively. (14) .
(1 1)
Ilft Pef = min Ilft-x . whence, strong convergence to f always implies weak convergence to f. In a finite-dimensional linear vector space, the converse is also true, but in H it is definitely false, and the distinction must always be maintained. For example, if {fk} is any infinite orthonormal sequence in J{, Bessel's inequality yields 00 E l(fk,g)2 < llg 112
for any g EJ. Hence, for every g EX, Re(x-Pex,y-Pex)<O (12) for every y CEC. Conversely, if some z EC has the property Re(x-z,y-z)<0
(13)
for ally EEC, then z =Pox. In a real Hilbert space, the inequality (12) for closed convex sets C reads (x -P x, y -PC x) <O, all y EC, (14) and in this guise it can be interpreted to mean that the vector x -PFx is supporting to C at the point Pex EC. As Fig. 1 sug- gests, x -Pex is "normal" to the "tangent plane" to C erected at the point Pe x. This plane has C and x on opposite sides, and therefore separates one from the other. Note also that the angle ; between the vectors x -Pex and y -P,x is never less than 90°. llx -Yll "small" implies IlPex -Peyll "small" so that Pe is continuous.
Q.E.D. Various strengthenings of convexity are possible by imposing one or more constraints on the "curvature" of the interior of the convex set e. The three most common ones are given in Definitions 1-3.
Definition 1: A convex set C is said to be strictly convex if x EC, yEC, and x y imply that (x + y)12, the midpoint of the "chord" connecting x andy, is an interior point of C.
Definition 2: A convex set e is said to be uniformly convex if there exists a function 6 (r) positive for r > 0, and zero only for r= 0, such that x,y eC and Z -< .6(IIx -Yll) (19) imply z EC. Definition 3: A uniformly convex set e for which it is possible to choose 6 (T) = PT2
(20)
, a positive constant, is said to be strongly convex. (Evidently, strong convexity implies uniform convexity which implies strict convexity.) The closed half-circle C shown in Fig. 2(a) is convex, but not strictly convex because the midpoint z is not an interior point. On the other hand, the full closed circle in Fig. 2(b) 
The intersection CO is also closed and convex and contains f.
Consequently, irrespective of whether eo contains elements other than f, the problem of restoring f from its m properties is included in that of finding at least one point belonging to
Co.
If the operator PO projecting onto Co is known, the problem i =1 -m, and then define Or, more succinctly, X = Tao(n)Xn where xo = x and9 ci(n)= 1 +nmodm, n>0.
The two sequences have identical convergence properties.
Corollary 2: The recursions xn+i = Txn and xn+i = Tea(n)Xn converge weakly to the same limit x* EECO for the same initialization xo = x E H.
The next two theorems complement the first in different ways. Theorem 2, which we believe to be new, evolves a criterion for strong convergence by constraining the curvature of the interior of at least one of the Ci's. Theorem 3, on the other hand, is radically different and actually ensures geometric convergence; taken together with Theorem 2, it may play an important role in our future approach to stabilization. Theorem 2 (Appendix): Let x* denote the weak limit of the sequence {T'x} of Theorem 1. Then, if at least one of the sets C1,C2, * ,em is uniformly convex and does not contain x* in its interior, the convergence to x* is strong.
Theorem 3 (Appendix): If for some fixed ai, 1 < ai < m, the set intersection10 (31) is not empty (and therefore contains a point of eo), the convergence of {T'x} to x* is at ageometric rate.
In Fig. 3 Historical Remarks: To the best of our knowledge, the use of successive projections for finding a point in the intersection of a family of closed convex subsets of H is original with Bregman [14] . A later improvement by Gubin, Polyak, and Raik [15] after most of our own work in [10] was essentially completed, we became aware of a very interesting report by Lent and Tuy [19] entitled, "An iterative method for the extrapolation of bandlimited functions." In this report, which has been published recently as a paper [20] , there is a clear appreciation of the fact that the Gubin-Polyak-Raik cyclic algorithm given in (28) can be used to restore images subject to certain types of nonlinear constraints. Numerical results are also presented, but no connection is made to the general theory of nonexpansive maps. Surprisingly, Theorem 3 is only referred to obliquely, without the observation that it guarantees geometric as well as strong convergence.
II. USEFUL PROJECTIONS Our examples are drawn from L2, the space of all functions f(t) of a single variable t square-integrable over -oo< t < 0, from L2 X2, the space of all functions f(x, y) of two variables x, y square-integrable over -oo <x, y < oo, and from R. Let fi(t) * F1 (X), i = 1 -+ 2. Then, in L2, an inner product is defined by 1l 2) For any prescribed a > 0, let Ja be composed of all f's in L2 that vanish a.e. in I t > a. Clearly, 9,a is also a CLM without interior.
3) For any prescribed g(t) EL2, let Ca(g) denote the set of all f's whose projections onto ga equal g(t). hence, iff(t) v F(c), Schwarz's inequality yields
i.e, 
APPENDIX
We write T: C -+ to denote that an operator (or mapping) T has domain of definition C and range contained in H.
Definition Al: A mapping T: C-J is said to be nonexpansive if iTx-Tyll S llx -Yll (Al) for all x,y eC.
Definition A2: A mapping T: C -+ C is said to be asymptotically regular if for every x EC, T'x -Tn ,x -* / as n -e oo.
Definition A3: A mapping T: C -+ C is said to be a reasonable wanderer if for every x C C, oo E lITnx-Tn+,XIi2 <00.
It is evident that a reasonable wanderer is automatically asymptotically regular. In a certain sense, these two definitions serve to delimit operators T whose iterates, in their peregrinations, exhibit reasonably civilized behavior as a function of n, irrespective of the starting point x. Our basic reference theorem is quite remarkable and has a long history, but its final definitive formulation is due to Opial [18] .
Theorem Al [10]: Let T: C -e C be an asymptotically regular nonexpansive operator with closed convex domain C CN, and let its set of fixed points 5f C C be nonempty. Then for any x EC, the sequence {Tnx} is weakly convergent to an element of S. Moreover, convergence is strong iff at least one subsequence of {Tnx} converges strongly.
Comment: It is of both practical and theoretical significance that C is neither assumed to be compact nor bounded. Instead, it suffices that it be closed and convex and known to and nonexpansivity is established. Thus, T= Tm Tm-, ... T, is nonexpansive, and we now show that it is also a reasonable wanderer for 0 < XKi < 2, i =1 -m.
For m = 1, we have T = Tl,Co = C, and
lIX -TXII2 =X2IIX -P,X112.
Moreover, for any y eCo, 1T =Ply = y and 11TX -y112 = lix -y + X,(P,x -x)ll2
=llx-yll2+2X,Re(x-y,Plx-x)+ Illx-Pll2
= lIx -y112 -XI(2 -XI)llX -P,xll2 + 2X1 Re(x-Plx,y-Plx) S lix -yll2 -X, (2 - for allx Ecl; therefore, IIT'II < 1, n > 0.
From the asymptotic regularity of Testablished in Theorem 1,
for any x E H; hence, T"y -+ for all y in R (1 -T), the range of 1 -T. But [9] the closure [R(I -T)] of the range of the bounded operator 1 -T is the orthogonal complement of the null space of (I -T)* = I -(Tm Tm-, * * T, )* 
It is clear that fECO implies that w Cz C, and invoking the orthogonal projection theorem,
where QS(x -f) is the projection of x -f onto IS. Thus,
But f is an arbitrary member of 0-%, so that necessarily, T'x W =Pox.
Q.E.D.22
Proof of Theorem 1, Corollary 2: Our objective is to show that the sequence {T'x} and the sequence {xj} generated by the recursion xn+1 = Ta(n)xn converge weakly to the same weak limitx* eC0, given the same initialization vectorxo =x.
Write n = lm + r, 0 6rSm -1. Then for n > I, n--oo fixed points includes a given closed convex set 3: and let Py denote the projection operator onto X. Then for any x E domain
Re(x-Tx,x-P.x)>O and lix -Txll < 21ix -Pyxll. IIT'x -PT Txill -0 as n oo.24
Proof: According to Theorem Al, the sequence {T'x} converges weakly to some point x* E Y. Evidently, if the convergence is actually strong, d(Tnx,,) = iiT'x -PJ T'xii 6 iiT'x -x*ii -+ 0 (A53) as n -* o. Conversely, suppose that d(T'x,f) -0. Then since Tk is nonexpansive for all integers k > 0 and includes 5f in its sets of fixed points, (A47) yields, for all x CC, lix -Tkxli < 211x -Px11, k. 0. In particular, if x is replaced by Tax, we obtain iiTnx -Tn + kxII< 21i Tnx -PB Tnxil -0 (A54) (A55) as n --oa. Thus, the sequence {T'x} is Cauchy and T'x ox*.
Q.E.D. 
Consequently, G(w) minimizes the integral The proof can now be brought to a quick conclusion. In (ASS), set f =eO and Py P0. Then (A85) yields, for every integer k > 1, 1IT x-Tn+kx S 2R ( 2-E ) (A86) But for fixed n, Tn+kx -x* as k -so that a passage to the limit in (A86) gives II T'x -x*11 < 2R (1 -e) (
i.e., Tnx converges strongly to its limit x* at least as fast as Clearly, as a -0 and h -o so that ah -+ 1, the two 6as tend to delta functions centered on wo and l1, and (A94) yields 27 G2(o )dco<p2.
As before, suppose that co0 and w1 w0 are any two continuity points of G(o) at which G(coo) and G1 (coo) are both positive.
Define G(co) by G2(co) = G2(c) iAa(o;coo, h) + ba(co;ci, h). (A102) Clearly, for fixed arbitrary h > 0, the positive square root of G2(W) yields a function G(co) > 0 over -b < X < b, provided that p > 0 and a > 0 are sufficiently small. Furthermore, 
